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innovation
During recent years, The Woolmark Company and 

its partners have developed a host of Merino 
wool innovations, making Merino knitwear  

a stellar choice for those involved  
in the production process.

From allowing knitted products 
to feel as smooth as silk or 
promoting them as UV-
protectant, having easy-to-care 

for garments and ones that revitalise 
the wearer thanks to aromatherapy, 
innovations in knitwear have come a 
long way since the first knitted sweater 
hit the runways.

Technology allowing garments to 
look good and feel better promote the 
positive aspects of woollen products 
and therefore increase consumer 
demand for these products.

Merino Touch
One of the exciting recent developments 
is the mercerisation of wool, which re-
sults in a supersoft knit fabric designed 
to provide a touch of luxury in an afford-
able garment.

The technology

The mercerisation process, a chemical-
based process, involves the removal of 
the scale structure from the surface of 
the wool fibre, which creates a smoother 
fibre surface, the effect of which is to 
increase the sheen. 

The second part of the process 
involves the application of a very 
fine layer of silicone polymer grafted 
permanently onto the fibre surface.

The application of the silicone poly-
mer brings about significant improve-
ment in the hand feel.

Although because of the treatment, 
the actual diameter (micron) of the fibre 
does not change, the perceived improve-
ment in hand feel is the equivalent of us-
ing wool 2 to 3 microns finer.
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The features

•   improved hand-feel for worsted-spun and 
woollen-spun knitwear

•  brighter shades
•  machine-washable
•   more compatible for blending with noble fibres
•  improved drape/fluidity
•   improved comfort especially in next to skin 

products
•   starting to become established in the area of 

coatings and accessories

Merino Care
Having garments that are easy to care for is a 
huge selling point and Merino Care for knitted 
garments have been designed to keep up with the 
demands of today’s hectic lifestyle and keep gar-
ments looking “as new”. Easy-to-care-for items 
are also environmentally friendly, helping to re-
duce the carbon footprint by using less chemicals 
and water.

Total Easy Care (TEC) Merino apparel is 
designed for today’s busy lifestyle. These gar-
ments are all machine-washable, and some are 
suitable for tumble-drying.

Even after frequent laundering, they retain 
a brand-new appearance. They won’t shrink, 
lose their shape, fade or colour bleed. They re-
main soft and comfortable for the life of the 
garment.

TEC technology is available worldwide.

The technology

For fine gauge-knitted garments generally 
made from worsted-spun yarns, the TEC treat-
ment is often applied at top stage prior to the 
spinning process.

Most wool spinners offer TEC wool yarns 
in 100% Merino wool or blended with other 
fibres.

For woollen-spun products such as lamb’s 
wool sweaters, the TEC treatment is normal-
ly applied to the knitted garment during the  
final wet-finishing process, although some 
spinners offer woollen-spun yarns made from 
TEC treated fibre.

The process consists of an oxidative pre-
treatment followed by application of a special 
polymer, which swells during washing and 
masks the scale edges responsible for felting.

The features

•   permanent treatment withstands multiple  
machine washes

•   specified products can be tumble-dried
•   garment retains shape and new appearance
•   no colour change or colour bleeding during 

washing
•   comfortable and luxurious handle

Aromatherapy Merino
Natural aromatic plant extracts and essential 
oils – used in aromatherapy – are renowned for 
their healing, well-being benefits and insect re-Merino CARE
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pellency. A range of aromatherapy treatments 
can be applied to Merino wool knitted fabrics to 
create Aromatherapy Merino garments.

During wear, the microencapsulated essential 
oil is slowly released and, depending on the type 
of oil used, may assist in relaxing, revitalising or 
energising the wearer.

The technology

A variety of essential oils have been microen-
capsulated (a process in which tiny particles or 
droplets are surrounded by a coating to make 
small capsules), and then bound to the fibre 
(with a special MCP binder normally used in the 
cosmetic industry) during processing.

The microencapsulated oils slowly and con-
tinuously release during wear.

The features

•  variety of aromatherapy well-being effects
•  natural and sustainable
•  safe for wearer
•  no effect on handle
•  no effect on colour

Product applications are particularly suitable for 
women’s wear, Pilates/yoga wear, and lounge-
wear.

Vintage Merino
The classic approach to creating this vintage look 
is to simply use pigments which can be bonded 
to the fibre with binders. Such garments are char-
acterised by poor handle and poor rubbing fast-
ness. When garments fade during washing they 
do so unevenly, especially on seams and raised 
areas, and it is this effect that is reproduced in 
Vintage Merino knits.

The technology

The unlevelness of washed garments can be cre-
ated by unlevelled dyeing associated with apply-
ing the dyes too quickly. 

By using less levelling agent and allowing re-
active dyes to exhaust onto easy care or merce-
rised Merino knitwear within 10 to 15 minutes, 
the dye tends to exhaust more deeply in easily 
accessible regions of low yarn twist or fabric 
density.

This effect can be rendered uniform over the 
whole garment by using the correct combina-
tion of processing speed and machine loading. 

Once the dyes are exhausted, the dyes can 
be fixed using normal boiling times and if the 
correct clearing cycle is used normal levels of 
washing and rubbing fastness can be obtained.

The features

•  vintage/washed effects in by garment dyeing 

AROMATHERApHy Merino
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•   woolmark standards of washing and rubbing 
fastness are possible 

•   works best on heavily textured structures such 
as ribs and cables 

•   works for both worsted-spun and woollen-
spun piece-dyed garments 

•   each garment is unique within a defined range

UV-control Merino  
(knitwear)
Merino wool is naturally UV absorbing but as 
with all textiles, its efficacy is limited by fabric 
density and colour.

Where additional UV absorption is required, 
a special finish can be applied to create UV-Con-
trol Merino.

The technology

A UV absorbing finish is applied to the Merino 
wool product during dyeing or bleaching at ei-
ther yarn stage, fabric stage or during knitted 
garment finishing.

The finish can also be applied after dyeing ei-
ther by exhaustion or by padding.

After treatment, the finish is fixed by drying 
at the highest temperature that is consistent with 
the colour and handle of the fabric.

The features

•   can increase the sun protection factor by up 
to 20UPF units

•   durable to dry cleaning and machine wash-
ing

•  prevents yellowing due to UV light
•   reduces fibre degradation for interior textiles 

owing to UV exposure
•   maintains handle and moisture management 

properties of the merino fibre.
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Met tot 128kW se krag en ’n verstommende 403Nm se 
wringkrag is daar niks waarvoor die Nissan Navara KingKab 
terugstaan nie. En as jy dink só ’n sterk werkesel se kajuit 
sou nie te waffers wees nie, dink maar weer. Die duursame 
afwerking maak dit ’n plesier om te bestuur. Die Nissan 
Navara – boer vorentoe.
Betroubare Werkesel | Gemaklike Kajuit | Ongeëwenaarde Verrigting

NISSAN NAVARA.
BOER VORENTOE.

www.nissan.co.za

Nissan bied spesiale pryse op gewilde Nissan Navara modelle vir enige boer wat deel is van georganiseerde landbou. Vir meer 
inligting, skakel 0800 647 726, stuur ’n epos na infodesk@nissan.co.za of SMS ‘Navara’ na 43366. Standaard SMS-tariewe geld.

314332 NISSAN navara farmer.indd   2 2013/10/09   4:54 PM

UV CONTROL Merino


